
Essay on Shakib Al Hasan
Bangladeshi popular cricketer Shakib Al Hasan is a Bangladeshi person
by birth. He is an international cricketer from Bangladesh. He was
born on 24 March 1987 in the Magura district of Bangladesh. His
religion is Islam. Shakib is the first cricketer who attained the
number 1 all-rounder ranking in all three cricket forms. He achieves
this rank in January 2015 announced by International Cricket Council
(ICC). Shakib married a girl on 12 December 2012, name Umme Ahmed
Shishir is an American Muslim student who was born in the Narayonganj
district of Bangladesh. Umme Ahmed Shishir shifted to the USA when
she was at age of 10.

Shakib Al Hasan is a left-handed batsman. His bowling style is slow
left arm. He is an all-rounder player from Bangladesh. Shakib started
his international career by playing under 19. He played his debut
test match against India on 18 May 2007. And he played his debut one-
day international (ODI) match against Zimbabwe at 6 August 2006. He
played his T20I debut on 28 November 2006 against Zimbabwe.

Shakib is a very popular cricketer in Bangladesh not only for
Bangladesh he is more popular now all over the world for his talented
play. Shakib was appointed as a vice-captain in June 2009 when
Mashrafe Mortaza replaced Mohammad Ashraful. But in the first test
match when Bangladesh played against West Indies, in this tour
Mashrafe Mortaza injured his knee then Shakib took over as captain.

Shakib is a big fan of football games. He is a supporter of the
Spanish football club ‘Barcelona FC’. He likes to eat Shorshey Ilish
is one of the favorite food of all Bangladeshi people. He also likes
to visit with his family member. He has endorsements with some
brands. There are Gameplan Sports, Pepsi, Lifebuoy, Castrol, Shakti
Plus, Norton Antivirus, Le Reve, United Commercial Bank Limited,
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Tiffin Biscuits, Boost, Elite Force, Runner Group, Standard Chartered
Bank, and Banglalink.

Shakib is very popular with his teammates. His teammates called Moyna
as a nickname. The audience called Sakib Al Hasan.

Bangladeshi popular cricketer Shakib tired heard to make himself a
world popular player. He wants to show his talent to all audiences in
the world who like Cricket. Shakib always plays for the country to be
a match-winner. Although some Cricketers just play for own self. But
Shakib Al Hasan is totally different that’s why he is the best in
world cricket ranking.

In the Bangladesh cricket team, there has a lot of honest players who
played for the country and wants to be match-winner. Some of them
Mashrafe Mortaza, Mushfiqur Rahim, Nasir Hossain, Tamim Iqbal, and
Anamul Haque are the popular player from the Bangladesh cricket team.
They always try to show their real playing style to the audience. For
this honest playing style, they get the audience’s heart in a short
time and they get more popularity.


